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CARBO Ceramics is the world’s leading producer of ceramic proppant, which is used

in the hydraulic fracturing of natural gas and oil wells. The superior strength and

quality of our products, coupled with an extensive distribution network, strong

technical support and exceptional customer service, have made CARBO Ceramics the

leader among ceramic proppant suppliers. Serving markets worldwide, we are

focused on meeting the increasing demands of the oil and natural gas industry with

continual improvement in manufacturing capacity, distribution and technical support.

CARBO Ceramics is also the world’s leading provider of fracture diagnostic services

and fracture simulation software through its subsidiary, Pinnacle Technologies.
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F i n a n c i a l  H i g h l i g h t s
(In thousands, except per share amounts)
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Years Ended December 31, 2002 2001 2000 1999 1998

Summary Statement of Income Data

Revenues $ 126,308 $ 137,226 $ 93,324 $  69,738 $ 84,095

Gross profit 51,636 58,251 35,561 28,020 42,430

Operating profit 30,680 39,575 23,157 16,259 32,453

Income before income taxes 31,243 40,681 23,425 15,971 33,427

Net income 19,714 26,198 14,830 10,512 20,708

Diluted earnings per share $       1.28 $ 1.74 $     1.00 $      0.71 $     1.40

Average shares outstanding - diluted 15,375 15,042 14,826 14,712 14,771

Summary Balance Sheet Data

Current assets $   64,867 $ 76,502 $  47,415 $  23,809 $ 23,783

Total assets 199,610 159,029 125,422 106,980 99,427

Current liabilities 17,940 11,127 9,415 7,457 8,638

Shareholders’ equity 168,585 136,942 106,140 93,400 87,269

Other Data

Depreciation and amortization $     7,815 $    6,776 $   6,767 $    4,632 $   2,154

Capital expenditures 27,356 11,296 1,603 14,027 41,837

Net Income
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CARBO Ceramics has a long history 

of steady growth and solid performance. 

In 2002, we continued that momentum. 

A YEAR OF PROGRESS Our vision for CARBO

Ceramics revolves around four primary initiatives:

growing our manufacturing base, expanding global

distribution, focusing on new product development, 

and seeking acquisitions that support our core business

and expand our role in the industry. Despite a weak

economy and a significant decline in North American oil

and gas drilling activity, 2002 was a year of progress and

growth for our company.

We made the first acquisition in our history with the

addition of Pinnacle Technologies, a company with

technical products and services that complement the

use of our high-quality ceramic proppant. We opened our

first manufacturing plant outside North America, in

Luoyang, China. We invested $20 million in capacity

expansions at our manufacturing plants in McIntyre,

Georgia and New Iberia, Louisiana. We opened three

new distribution and stocking facilities in strategic

locations worldwide. We built and staffed a new facility

dedicated exclusively to research and product

development. It was an active and productive year for

our company, a year of progress and positioning for

future growth.

A CYCLICAL INDUSTRY There are a host of factors 

that influence drilling activity in the oil and gas industry,

including the balance between supply and demand,

storage inventories, commodity prices, general

economic conditions and even the weather. It is an

industry that fluctuates greatly from year to year.  

The level of drilling activity in the petroleum industry 

and the price of natural gas are important to CARBO

Ceramics because our companies supply the industry

with products and services that are used to maximize

production from oil and gas wells. 

Although our business is closely tied to the oil and gas

industry, it is important to note that our long-term

success is not dictated by the short-term swings in 

the industry. We have built our company on a strategy

of steady growth over the long term. As an example

from recent times, worldwide drilling for oil and gas hit

a 50-year low in 1999, followed by a 10-year high in U.S.

drilling at the end of 2000. Our strategy was to expand

our manufacturing capacity during the period of low

drilling activity in 1999, in anticipation of higher demand

for our products when drilling activity rebounded. 

In each of the next two years, CARBO Ceramics

established new records for sales volume. Managing for

long-term growth is a strategy that has served us well,

and our focus on building production capacity ahead of

demand for our products has proven to be successful

through cyclical periods in the oil and gas industry. 

2002 was not the best year for the oil and gas industry.

The average natural gas rig count dropped 26 percent in

the U.S., and the average rig count in Canada declined

24 percent compared to 2001. Despite these declines,

our sales volume in the same period fell by only 17

percent in the U.S. and increased by 14 percent in

Canada, establishing a new record for sales in that

country. We believe these results demonstrate the

continuing market penetration of ceramic proppant. 

The use of ceramic proppant, which competes against

lower-cost sand and resin-coated sand, has grown to

To Our Shareholders:
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approximately 15 percent of all proppant used in the

hydraulic fracturing of oil and gas wells. The continued

growth of the ceramic proppant market will be driven 

by the increased production of oil and gas that results

from the product’s superior strength and uniform size

and shape.

An improvement in drilling activity is expected during

2003 as the increasing global demand for natural gas

spurs renewed drilling. This upturn, of course, presents

opportunity for increased sales of our products in 2003

and beyond. True to our strategy, we have spent our

time during 2002 building production capacity in

anticipation of the recovery.

The longer-term outlook for the industry is bright. The

U.S. Energy Information Administration projects an

increase of nearly 50 percent in North American

demand for natural gas by the year 2020. On the

international front, the anticipated increase is even

greater, with natural gas usage expected to nearly

double by 2020. We believe that demand for our

products will continue to rise as well. 

For many reasons, natural gas is becoming increasingly

popular as a fuel of choice, both domestically and

internationally. Natural gas is the cleanest-burning fossil

Left to right:
Paul Vitek, Senior Vice President and CFO
C. Mark Pearson, President and CEO
Mark Edmunds, Vice President, Operations
Chris Wright, President, Pinnacle Technologies, 
and Vice President, CARBO Ceramics

fuel. It is plentiful and affordable. It is environmentally

efficient, an important factor in light of regulatory

initiatives like the U.S. Clean Air Act and the Kyoto

Protocol. The move toward increased usage of natural

gas is particularly evident in the power generation

industry, both here and abroad. In the U.S., over 75

percent of the new power plants built during the past

three years use natural gas as their energy source, and

the use of natural gas in the power generation sector is

expected to triple over the next 20 years. 

A YEAR OF FINANCIAL STRENGTH Our financial and

operating results for 2002 reflect the adverse conditions

of the economy and the petroleum industry. Though we

experienced declines from 2001 levels in revenues,

sales volumes and earnings, the ability of our company

to maintain stability through down markets resulted in

the 16th consecutive year of profitability for CARBO

Ceramics. For 2002, we reported revenues of $126.3

million and net income of $19.7 million. We ended 2002

with a strong balance sheet and no debt, and generated
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Worldwide consumption of natural gas is

projected to nearly double by 2020.

CARBO Ceramics is well positioned to

capitalize on the anticipated increase in 

natural gas drilling.
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substantial cash flow from operations. As a result of 

our strong financial position, we were able to fund our

expansion projects entirely from internal reserves. 

Our focus on managing the business to meet future

demand and our ability to maintain the financial

resources to fund our future growth place us in a solid

position to benefit from the projected rebound in 

natural gas drilling activity.

A VISION FOR GROWTH In addition to these external

accomplishments, we saw significant internal changes

as our vision for the future took root inside the

company. We presented this vision to employees

throughout the company, along with our restated

mission and core values. We also took steps to

restructure and strengthen our management team with

the addition of key leadership in critical areas, including

business development and operations. The response of

our employees to all these initiatives was one of

renewed energy and unity. 

A FUTURE OF PROMISE  We give considerable

attention to the state of the oil and gas industry,

because it is critical to our business. However, there 

Ceramic proppants are high-strength, spherical granules used during the hydraulic

fracturing process, which is the most widely used method for stimulating production in

oil and gas wells. In this process, fluid mixed with proppant is pumped into a natural

gas or oil well at high pressure, causing the petroleum-containing rock formation to

fracture. When the high pressure is removed, the proppant remains to “prop” the

fracture open so that oil or gas can flow more freely from the formation to the well and

then to the surface. Because of their uniform size and shape, and their ability to

withstand high temperatures and pressures, ceramic proppants offer significant

advantages over traditionally used sand and resin-coated sand proppants.

H O W  P R O P P A N T S  W O R K .

are other factors that contribute to our efforts to keep

CARBO Ceramics a growing, profitable company.  

It is a distinct advantage to be the leading producer of

high quality products and services that provide oil and

gas producers with real value, but we believe it takes

more than a superior product to succeed. We work

diligently to provide technical support that is unmatched

in the industry, a distribution network that links us to

worldwide markets, a product development program

that continually pursues new avenues of growth, and a

marketing effort that unlocks the potential for moving

our products and services into new and expanded

arenas. We remain focused on achieving excellence on

all these fronts. We are committed to investing in the

human capital, product development, manufacturing

capacity and technical expertise to ensure many more

years of progress.

Sincerely,

C. Mark Pearson

President and Chief Executive Officer
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2002 was a year of progress on many fronts 

for CARBO Ceramics. We made the first

acquisition in our company’s history. We built a

new manufacturing plant in China and increased

production capability in our existing plants. We

also expanded our distribution channels and

established a stand-alone research and product

development center. In short, we laid the

foundation to expand our role in the industry,

increase our production, drive new product

development and enhance global distribution,

so that we can strengthen our position as the

leading producer of ceramic proppant and better

serve our customers worldwide.
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In May 2002, we acquired

Pinnacle Technologies.
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Pinnacle Technologies is the world’s

leading provider of fracture diagnostic

services.  With its award-winning fracture

mapping and reservoir monitoring

technologies, it brings to our company 

a new dimension in service and

technology that enables customers to

optimize hydraulic fracturing.
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In 2002, CARBO Ceramics acquired privately held

Pinnacle Technologies, the largest provider of fracture

diagnostic services to oil and gas companies worldwide.

Pinnacle provides fracture mapping services that

monitor hydraulic fractures, and its fracture simulation

model, FracproPT®, is the most widely used in the

world. The company is headquartered in San Francisco

and has additional offices in California, Texas, Colorado,

Canada and Europe.

The majority of Pinnacle’s revenue is generated from

fracture mapping services, which employ its award-

winning tiltmeter and seismic technology and

proprietary software to provide a measurement of

hydraulic fracture dimensions in real time. Through the

placement of precision instruments at the surface or

down-hole, fracture mapping shows how fractures are

growing. Using FracproPT software, it also can produce

a simulation model to predict oil and gas production and

fracture growth from the well. The results of these

processes provide valuable information that can aid

producers in optimizing production. In addition, Pinnacle

offers consulting services to help producers determine

the best design for hydraulic fracturing projects.  

The combination of CARBO Ceramics and Pinnacle

Technologies offers many synergies. CARBO Ceramics

historically has marketed most of its products to

exploration and production companies that operate in

the deep-well market. Pinnacle, on the other hand,

markets its services to oil and gas producers, with a

customer base primarily in the shallow- and mid-depth

well market. Significant opportunity exists for both

companies to increase penetration in markets where

they seek additional growth. 

Pinnacle’s position as a leading provider of services 

that help predict and monitor production from wells 

is a strong complement to CARBO Ceramics. By

providing production-enhancing solutions to oil and gas

producers, Pinnacle’s services promote understanding

of the value-adding benefits derived from the use of

CARBO Ceramics products to boost production from

hydraulic fracturing. 

The acquisition of Pinnacle is the first in our company’s

history. As a company with high revenue growth and a

commitment to excellence, Pinnacle met the criteria we

established for acquisition candidates and brings

products and services to our company that expand our

role in the industry and extend our ability to provide

production-enhancing solutions to exploration and

production companies worldwide.

“The more that producers of 

oil and gas understand about 

the process of hydraulic

fracturing, the more willing 

they are to invest in high-

quality ceramic proppant to

maximize production.”

Chris Wright, President, Pinnacle Technologies

Vice President, CARBO Ceramics
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The combined resources of CARBO Ceramics

and Pinnacle Technologies strengthen our

ability to make inroads into markets that

include wells of any depth.

Pinnacle Technologies 
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In November 2002, we completed construction of

our new Luoyang, China manufacturing plant.
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Luoyang, China is our first manufacturing

plant outside North America. Having a

manufacturing presence in Asia enables us

to take advantage of future international

growth opportunities and allows us to 

better serve the growing oil and natural gas

markets in Russia and Asia.
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A key component of our growth strategy is to build

additional capacity for manufacturing products in

advance of demand. In keeping with that strategy, 

we increased our production capacity by 25 percent 

in 2002 with the addition of a new ceramic proppant

manufacturing plant in China and expansions at our

Georgia and Louisiana facilities. 

The new facility in China is our first foreign

manufacturing plant. China is an important strategic

market for our products because of the rapid growth in

its natural gas market. According to the U.S. Energy

Information Administration, natural gas consumption in

China is expected to triple by the end of this decade.

This will generate an increase in drilling for oil and

natural gas, as producers work to satisfy the rising

demand. An additional advantage we see in this market

is the greater use of ceramic proppant in hydraulic

fracturing due to the poor quality of local sand proppant.

The plant, completed ahead of schedule and within

budget, began production in late 2002 and has a

projected annual capacity of 40 million pounds. 

During the year, we also expanded our manufacturing

facilities in McIntyre, Georgia and New Iberia, Louisiana.

In Georgia, we made improvements in throughput

which should expand the annual capacity by 75 million

pounds, an increase of more than 35 percent over

previous capacity. By adding a third kiln at our Louisiana

plant, we added 20 million pounds of annual production

capacity. With these two expansion projects, the new

facility in China and our manufacturing plant in Eufaula,

Alabama, CARBO Ceramics now has installed annual

production capacity of nearly 685 million pounds.

Access to the raw materials needed to make ceramic

proppant is key to the cost-effectiveness of our

manufacturing process. Another first for our company in

2002 was the acquisition of land in Georgia containing

an estimated 13 million tons of raw material used for the

production of our lightweight ceramic proppant. This

provides us with a low-cost, long-term source of raw

material for our Georgia manufacturing facility. We are

exploring the acquisition of additional properties for ores

that may reduce cost in our other facilities as well.

We have already initiated engineering work to design the

next increment of capacity at our strategically located

Georgia facility.  With continuing expansion of production

capacity, CARBO Ceramics is well prepared to meet the

increasing demand for our products in a growing

worldwide natural gas market.

“Some may ask why we 

continue to build manufacturing

capacity when the market is

down. The answer is that we 

are planning for the long-term

continued success of our

company. Rather than allowing

the industry or the economy to

dictate what we can be, we are

defining our own destiny.”

C. Mark Pearson, President and CEO
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Manufacturing

Natural gas consumption in China is expected to

increase dramatically by 2020. The CARBO Ceramics

plant will provide a new source for high-quality

ceramic proppant as drilling activity increases to

keep pace with the rising demand for natural gas.
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In 2002, we expanded our

worldwide distribution network.
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New points of distribution enhance our

ability to move our products into the

marketplace.  These strategic locations

enable us to better serve the expanding

natural gas markets around the world.
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In 2002, we opened three new stocking and distribution

facilities in strategic locations that broaden our global

reach and enhance our ability to deliver CARBO

Ceramics products to well drilling sites in a timely and

cost-effective manner. The new facilities include

stocking locations in Australia, Singapore and the 

United Arab Emirates.

For our customers, product availability and on-time

delivery is a prime consideration in the decision to buy

our products. With the most extensive network of

distribution facilities in the proppant industry, we are

able to meet that requirement with just-in-time delivery

24 hours a day, seven days a week, to any location in

North America.  About 85 percent of CARBO Ceramics’

“Just-in-time delivery has always

been a hallmark of our company.

We are putting CARBO Ceramics

products on the map with

strategically located distribution

facilities that assure customers

of timely, cost-efficient delivery

at the point of need.”

Mark Edmunds, Vice President, Operations

CORPORATE OFFICE - DALLAS, TEXAS

MANUFACTURING FACILITY

PRODUCT STOCKING LOCATION

LEGEND

McIntyre, Georgiaia
Eufaula, Alabamama
New Iberia, Loouisiana

Singapore

Shanghai, China

 ChinaLuoyang, Chi

Adelaide, Australia

ebel Ali, U.A.E.Jeb

Edmonton, Alberta

Fairbanks, Alaska

Rock Springs, Wyoming

Rotterdam, Netherlanderlandse s

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

DALLAS, TEXAS

San Antonio, Texas

Grande Prairie, Alberta

sales are shipped to North American locations, with 

the remainder delivered to international markets in the

Middle East, China, Russia, Asia-Pacific and 

South America. 

The addition of three stocking and distribution facilities

provides important new points of distribution for our

products in growing markets. With 11 stocking locations

in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and the

Middle East, CARBO Ceramics is ready to serve

customers around the world as natural gas and oil

production continues to escalate.

Distribution
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In September 2002, we completed

a dedicated research and product

development center at our 

New Iberia location.
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Research and product development is a key

driver of future growth for our company.

It offers a conduit for bringing new

products, applications and information 

to the markets we serve.
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The market share for ceramic proppant has more than

doubled over the last decade and is expected to

continue to grow in the future. This growing market

presents a vast opportunity for further market

penetration of our products and underscores the need

for continuing product development and aggressive

marketing strategies.

In 2002, we opened a research and product

development facility dedicated solely to the task of

bringing new products to market and developing

applications for our technology. The 8,000-square-foot

facility is staffed with highly qualified engineering,

technical and manufacturing professionals who have

extensive industry experience.  

Oil and gas well drilling continues to be the primary

market for CARBO Ceramics, and we remain the

world’s largest supplier of ceramic proppant. In addition,

we have successfully pursued markets outside the

petroleum industry, including foundry metal casting and

industrial mineral grinding. While this represents a small

portion of our business, it is growing rapidly. Revenues

from this segment increased by 57 percent in 2002.

Our research and product development program will

focus not only on developing the next generation of

ceramic proppant, but also on finding new avenues of

growth in non-oilfield applications. 

In addition to the research and product development

initiative, we are continuing the technical marketing

program which we began several years ago. This

program is aimed at providing exploration and

production companies with results-based case studies

showing the effectiveness of ceramic proppant in

specific well applications. In 2002, we released a new

technical marketing tool on CD-ROM with expanded

features and capabilities, such as well simulation

models that allow producers to see the advantages of

ceramic proppant over sand-based proppant using their

own well specifications. This tool is a valuable

component of our effort to increase awareness of 

the advantages of our products.

We believe that our technical marketing program, 

along with our increased focus on new product

development, will keep CARBO Ceramics on the

leading edge as an innovator, manufacturer and

marketer of ceramic proppant.

“CARBO Ceramics has always

played a leading role in bringing

new products to market.

We’re committed to remaining

the industry innovator as we

develop new products, explore

new markets and educate

producers on the value of

ceramic proppant.”

Bob Duenckel, Business Development Manager

Research and Product Development
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As we enter our 25th year in this business, we believe

that CARBO Ceramics has laid the foundation for future

growth and is well equipped to take advantage of the

opportunities that lie ahead.

The natural gas industry is growing. We are

operating in an industry that offers significant

opportunity for growth. Worldwide, natural gas

consumption is on the rise. A recovery in North

American natural gas drilling is expected in the short

term, and increasing demand for natural gas worldwide

should drive long-term escalation in production.  

Our products are gaining ground. We are

manufacturing products that have tremendous

prospects for market share growth. The use of ceramic

proppant is steadily increasing, as more oil and gas

producers come to realize the advantages of using

ceramic proppant over sand-based proppant.

Our company is strong. CARBO Ceramics remains

the leader in the ceramic proppant industry, giving us 

a foothold that will provide momentum for future

growth. We are a company with superior-quality

products, manufacturing capacity that is poised to 

meet future demand, an extensive worldwide

distribution network and a reputation for timely and

dependable delivery.

These strengths, coupled with the new complement of

diagnostic and measurement services provided by

Pinnacle Technologies and a future-focused research and

product development program, translate into added

value for our customers.

Underscoring these strengths is a solid and stable

financial foundation and a team of people with the skills

and dedication to support our goals for future

profitability and growth. Without question, 2002 has

been a year of progress for CARBO Ceramics.  The

future is full of promise, and we are prepared to meet

the challenges and opportunities that it will bring.

“Everything we do is aimed at

adding value. Our future growth

will be driven by our ability to

provide products, technical

support and distribution that

deliver measurable returns to

our customers.”

Paul Vitek, Senior Vice President and CFO

The percentage of rigs drilling for natural gas

increased from 40 percent of the total domestic rig

count in 1991 to 83 percent in 2002, signifying the

increased focus on natural gas.
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Mission Statement

CARBO Ceramics is a global market leader in

developing, producing and delivering ceramic 

media and technical services to the energy and

industrial markets. 

• We enhance our customers' profitability by

consistently providing high-quality, cost-effective

products and services. 

• We provide a safe working environment that

encourages, supports and recognizes the

contribution of each individual employee. 

• We strive to generate a superior return to 

our shareholders through growth and 

continuous improvement.



Core Values

Ethics: We conduct our business with the highest

ethical standards.  We are truthful and honor our

commitments and responsibilities.

Respect: We foster a supportive environment 

by treating each other with mutual respect 

and understanding.

Goals: We set aggressive goals and strive to

exceed them.

Results: We value and celebrate a high level of

individual achievement and team performance.

Growth: We encourage innovation and continuous

improvement to ensure future growth.
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A copy of the company’s Annual Report to 
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(Form 10-K) is available free of charge 
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CARBO Ceramics Inc.
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Additional corporate information is available 
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